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Performance and style for an

impressive weighing experience

PRODUCT OPTIONS

 

 

 

  

Cole-Parmer – Item # EW-55000-02

Level indicator and adjustable feet
ensure proper balance setup for
optimum weighing results



Sealed keypad protects against dirt
and spills



Hold function freezes the displayed
weight, allowing time to elapse
without losing the result



Parts counting with preset sample
sizes



Printouts include date and time for
data tracking within Good
Laboratory Practices (GLP)
guidelines



Selectable digital �ltering for
animal/dynamic weighing enables
consistent results for moving
subjects



Auto power-off to save energy

5 year warranty
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Width (InchShort) 9

Capacity (g) 220

Capacity (kg) 0.22

Height (in) 13 1/10

Readability (g) 0.0001

Repeatability (g) 0.001

Linearity (g) 0.0002

Weighing Units mg, g, ct, GN, N, dr, oz, ozt,
dwt, mm, tl.T, tl.H, tl.S, T,
custom unit

Calibration Type External

Languages English, German, French &
Spanish

Output RS-232, USB

USB Interface Yes

RS-232 Interface Yes

Stability Indicator Yes

Stabilization Time (Sec) 2

Auto Shutoff Yes

Low Battery Indicator No

Power (VAC) 100 to 240

Length (in) 8 51/64

Pan Diameter (in) 3 1/10

Display Height (in) 15/16

Chamber Height (in) 9 1/10

Chamber Width (in) 7 19/32

Chamber Depth (in) 7 45/64

Min Temperature (° C) 15

Max Temperature (° C) 35

Description

KEY FEATURES

MORE ABOUT THIS ITEM
LB-200 analytical balances are designed with an array of

features and functions that accommodate most lab applications.

This range offers improved performance for faster, more

accurate readings. With stylish, modern backlighting, the

impressive display is easily visible in any lighting condition. The

LCD features large, readily discernible 24 mm digits.

Multilingual text and display capability make LB-200 well-suited

for users in various regions. For simple operation, navigation

buttons are color-coded, helping users perform functions with

minimal training. LB-200 provides USB and RS-232 interfaces to

facilitate data collection and transmission to computers or

printers. ABS plastic construction and the rugged grade 304

stainless steel pan are easy to clean and can withstand

demanding lab use.

Analytical balances range from 120 to 220 g capacities and offer

superior readability.

Speci�cations & Description

Level indicator and adjustable feet ensure proper balance
setup for optimum weighing results



Sealed keypad protects against dirt and spills

Hold function freezes the displayed weight, allowing time to
elapse without losing the result



Parts counting with preset sample sizes

Printouts include date and time for data tracking within Good
Laboratory Practices (GLP) guidelines



Selectable digital �ltering for animal/dynamic weighing
enables consistent results for moving subjects



Auto power-off to save energy

5 year warranty
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Analytical Balance, 210 g
Capacity x 0.0001 g
Readability, External
Calibration
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